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Quantum confinement at complex oxide interfaces establishes an intricate hierarchy of the strongly correlated
d orbitals which is widely recognized as a source of emergent physics. The most prominent example is the
(001) LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) interface, which features a dome-shaped phase diagram of superconducting
critical temperature and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) as a function of electrostatic doping, arising from a selective
occupancy of t2g orbitals of different character. Here we study (111)-oriented LAO/STO interfaces, where the
three t2g orbitals contribute equally to the subband states caused by confinement, and investigate the impact of this
unique feature on electronic transport. We show that transport occurs through two sets of electronlike subbands,
and the carrier density of one of the sets shows a nonmonotonic dependence on the sample conductance.
Using tight-binding modeling, we demonstrate that this behavior stems from a band inversion driven by on-site
Coulomb interactions. The balanced contribution of all t2g orbitals to electronic transport is shown to result in
strong SOC with reduced electrostatic modulation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.201102
Complex oxide interfaces display a variety of emergent
physical properties that arise from their highly correlated
d electrons and are therefore absent in conventional semi-
conductor quantum wells [1,2]. The two-dimensional elec-
tron system (2DES) at the interface between LaAlO3 (LAO)
and (001)-oriented SrTiO3 (STO) is the prototypical oxide
quantum well [3], featuring several interesting phenomena
that include 2D superconductivity [4] and Rashba spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) [5,6]. The hierarchy of d orbitals with dif-
ferent symmetries imposed by two-dimensional confinement
has been recognized as a key element in determining the
properties of the system [7]. In particular, it has been pro-
posed that the dome-shaped behavior of the superconducting
critical temperature (Tc) and SOC strength with electrostatic
doping is related to the selective occupancy of orbitals of
different character, detected by a transition from one- to
two-carrier transport [8]. On the other hand, recent works
have shown that the crystallographic direction of confinement
is a powerful tool enabling selective modification of this
band hierarchy [9–11]. (111)-oriented LAO/STO interfaces
are of particular interest, since the subband structure due to
quantum confinement preserves the t2g manifold symmetry
along this direction [12–15]. Transport studies have shown
that the system condenses into a superconducting ground state
[16–18] and proposed a link between Tc and SOC [5,18]. More
strikingly, field-effect measurements have brought to light an
unconventional behavior of the Hall coefficient (RH), which
has been interpreted as a signature of a holelike band [18–20].
In this work, we investigate the electronic properties
of (111)-oriented LAO/STO interfaces and show that (i)
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transport occurs solely through electronlike subbands and (ii)
a subband inversion triggered by local Coulomb interactions
is key to explain the unusual behavior of RH. Importantly,
we show that this inversion occurs between two sets of t2g
subbands, each with a balanced contribution of dxy, dyz, and
dxz character. As a direct consequence of this unique feature,
SOC is strong and displays reduced electrostatic tunability.
Initially, the study of LAO/STO interfaces was restricted to
the (001) crystallographic direction, where the emergence of
conduction was originally explained in terms of an interfacial
polar discontinuity [3,21]. In this model, a polar discontinuity
arises at the interface between LAO and (001) STO [3] as
a consequence of the stacking of charged ionic LAO planes
(with alternating valency of +1e and −1e) over the neutral
STO planes. As a result, the voltage grows with the thickness
of the LAO film until the built-in potential becomes larger
than E [Fig. 1(a)]. At a critical thickness tc ≈ 3.5 u.c., this
triggers an electronic reconstruction in which half an electron
per unit cell is transferred from the surface of the LAO film to
Ti 3d states at the interface [22,23]. More recent works have
shown that the polar field triggers the spontaneous formation
of surface oxygen vacancies, leading to interface conductivity
[24,25].
Viewed along the (111) crystallographic direction, the cu-
bic perovskite lattice consists of three interspersing triangular
lattices of Ti atoms, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (where the labels
Ti 1, 2, and 3 refer to the distance of the Ti layer with
respect to the interface). If a bilayer of atoms is considered,
the projection of the Ti atoms onto the same plane yields a
hexagonal lattice, similar to the one found in graphene. A
variety of recent works have probed this sixfold symmetry,
which was corroborated by the 2D Fermi surface [13,26]
and anisotropic magnetotransport measurements [27,28]. The
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FIG. 1. (a) Band diagram of the LAO/STO interface before elec-
tronic reconstruction. E : critical potential buildup. φ: valence-band
offset. (b) Top view of three consecutive (111) Ti4+ layers. The red
shaded area represents the unit-cell cross section of a bilayer. The
three t2g orbitals are shown to evidence their equivalent projection
onto the 2DES plane. (c) Left: stacking of ionic planes across the
interface. The bottommost Ti4+ plane is considered to react with
oxygen to form TiO2+. Right: resulting electric field across the inter-
face before the electronic reconstruction takes place. (d) Electrostatic
potential as a function of the number of unit cells.
(111) orientation features highly charged planes both for STO
and LAO (±4e and ±3e, respectively). In the most simplistic
ionic picture, this would bring about a diverging electrostatic
potential in the STO substrate itself. To overcome this, we
consider an STO(111) slab where the bottom Ti layer is
oxidized [Fig. 1(c)]. In this model, the resulting potential on
the STO side no longer diverges and, upon growth of the LAO
layer, a polar discontinuity at the interface takes place. At
the (111)-oriented interface, the interplanar distance is given
by d = aLAO/
√
3 and the unit-cell cross section A is given
by the red shaded region in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(d) shows the
calculated potential buildup as a function of the number of unit
cells of (111) LAO. On the STO side, the potential oscillates
between a finite value and zero, and starts to diverge on the
LAO side. It is worth noticing that the different formal polar-
ization of the successive A-site and B-site sublayers gives rise
to an oscillatory potential also on the LAO side, in contrast
with the steplike behavior observed in the (001)-oriented case.
This simple model for the intrinsic doping mechanism yields
a threshold thickness tc = 8.5 u.c., in good agreement with
experimental studies that report a critical thickness of 9 u.c.
[9]. The exact value can be slightly affected by defect states or
a valence-band offset, as observed in the (001)-oriented case
[29,30].
Having proposed a possible solution for the polar in-
stability at (111)-oriented LAO/STO interfaces, we inves-
tigate the evolution of electronic properties as a function
of temperature and electrostatic doping. The temperature
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FIG. 2. (a) Carrier density (n) and mobility (μ) as a function of
temperature (T ) measured for the pristine state. Inset: schematic rep-
resentation of the measurement configuration. (b) Superconducting
critical temperature (Tc) as a function of sample conductance (σtot)
for different thicknesses of the LAO film. (c) Carrier densities and
(d) mobilities as a function of σtot .
dependence of carrier density (n) and mobility (μ) for a
9-u.c. LAO/STO (111) interface is shown in Fig. 2(a). In
the pristine state, the Hall effect remains linear down to
1.5 K in a range of 10 T. The extracted carrier density re-
mains fairly constant around (3–5) × 1013 cm−2 in the en-
tire temperature range. The mobility increases rapidly from
10 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature to a maximum value of
1000 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 1.5 K, with saturation occurring below
10 K. The gray line represents the phonon-limited mobil-
ity μph ∝ T −3/2, showing good accordance with the data at
high temperatures. Moreover, the carrier density values ob-
tained are comparable with those reported for (001)-oriented
interfaces.
At 1.5 K, we use a back-gate geometry to perform high-
field magnetotransport measurements as a function of elec-
trostatic doping. At high conductance values, a transition
from linear to nonlinear Hall curves is observed, indicating a
transition from one- to two-carrier transport. At variance with
previous works [18–20], the observation of this nonlinearity
enables us to unequivocally ascertain that the two bands in-
volved in transport are electronlike, and we analytically show
that the evolution of RH as a function of B is incompatible
with an electron-hole scenario (see Ref. [31] for details on
the carrier types of the two bands). Figures 2(c) and 2(d)
show the extracted values of carrier density (n1,2) and mobility
(μ1,2) by fitting the Hall curves to a two-band model (see
Ref. [31] for the analysis of the Hall transport and mag-
netoresistance data). The appearance of the second band at
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σ ≈ 6 mS is readily evident: at this point, n2 increases rapidly,
seemingly at the expense of n1. Moreover, the second band has
a mobility which is roughly three times smaller than the first
band. In the millikelvin regime, the system condenses into a
superconducting ground state [16] and measurements of the
gate-voltage-induced changes in Tc in the same conductance
range reveal a monotonic decrease of Tc as the conductance is
increased.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), this behavior is consistently ob-
served in several samples, with LAO thicknesses ranging from
9 to 12 u.c.. This is in stark contrast with (001)-oriented
interfaces, where the maximum of the superconducting dome
occurs concomitantly with the onset of population of the dxz,yz
bands at the Lifshitz point. In the (111) crystallographic direc-
tion, all the t2g orbitals have the same geometrical projection
onto the 2DES plane [see Fig. 1(b)], therefore the observed
transition must have an intrinsically different origin than the
one observed in the (001) counterpart.
The subband structure was determined from Poisson-
Schrödinger calculations and dispersions consequently de-
rived by means of tight-binding modeling (see Ref. [31] for
details on the theoretical modeling). For the experimentally
accessible range of carrier concentrations, two sets of sub-
bands lie close to the Fermi energy EF. These two sets of
subbands, labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 3, each contain six branches.
However, due to time-reversal symmetry, there are only three
different energies per set, thus leading to a six-band low-
energy model. In our tight-binding calculations we include the
effects of (i) confinement, (ii) bulk SOC, (iii) trigonal field,
and (iv) Hubbard-type on-site interactions between like (U )
and unlike (U ′) orbitals. Strong potential gradients and bond
angle distortions at the interface lead to orbital mixing [32].
If we include this term in the Hamiltonian we find a 2–3 meV
Rashba-like splitting (see Fig. S3 in Ref. [31]). However, the
splitting in energy is at least one order of magnitude smaller
than other energy contributions and it has no significant
impact on the population inversion so it is not shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Coulomb terms cause the bands to shift by
unequal amounts resulting in band crossings and in changes
in the individual carrier concentrations of the bands. In order
to keep the total carrier density constant before and after
the inclusion of interactions, the Fermi level renormalizes.
This renormalization of the Fermi level is performed in a
self-consistent way (see Ref. [31] for details on the theoret-
ical modeling). The resulting band structures are plotted in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) where we show the energy vs momentum
(E vs k) along the kx = 0 direction for two different filling
factors. ky (kx) corresponds to M (K) for the hexagonal
Brillouin zone (BZ). Both kx and ky are in units of 1/c, where
c = √2/3a, and a is the Ti-Ti interatomic distance. Careful
analysis of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) readily highlights the crucial
role of electron correlations in reproducing our experimental
observations. At low EF [Fig. 3(a)], only the first set of
subbands is populated. At high EF [Fig. 3(b)], the second set
of subbands, which extends deeper into the substrate, becomes
populated and, most importantly, a band inversion takes place.
The second set of subbands becomes lower in energy, while
the first subset is pushed upward. The consequences of this
can be more clearly seen in the corresponding Fermi surfaces
plotted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), where the contour of the first
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FIG. 3. (a),(b) Band structure along ky at low and high filling,
respectively. Dashed gray line indicates the renormalized Fermi
level. Color indicates the orbital character. Stoke indicates the band
subset. Inset shows the hexagonal Brillouin zone as well as the kx
(K) and ky ((M) directions. (c),(d) Corresponding Fermi surfaces.
(e) Evolution of the carrier density pertaining to the first (n1) and
second (n2) subset of bands as a function of renormalized Fermi level
and respective sample conductance.
set of subbands is reduced with increasing EF. Conversely,
it is evident in Fig. 3(d) that the second subband becomes
heavily populated, its contour becoming larger than that of the
first subband. It is worth underscoring that, while the orbital
character of each band is highly dependent on the crystal-
lographic direction in the BZ, their overall contributions to
electronic transport are nearly equal. The concentrations of
the carriers in each band are summed for each subset and
are shown in Fig. 3(e) as a function of EF. The resemblance
with the experimental data is striking: at low filling only the
first set of subbands contributes to transport and, at a critical
filling, the population of the second set of subbands starts
increasing, concomitantly with a decline of the population
of the first one. Our model highlights that, in contrast with
the (001) case, the transition from one- to two-carrier trans-
port in the (111) direction stems from the occupation of a
second set of t2g subbands as a consequence of Coulomb
repulsion.
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FIG. 4. (a) Variation of conductance σ as a function of the B
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Black lines: fit to the HLN equation. (b) Extracted characteristic
lengths li,so.
If U and U ′ are set to zero, populations of both subsets
exhibit a monotonic increase at variance with the experimental
observation (see Fig. S4 in Ref. [31]).
To investigate the effects of the orbital hierarchy of (111)-
oriented LAO/STO on SOC, we analyzed the field depen-
dence of the magnetoconductance (MC) as a function of elec-
trostatic doping. We restrict our analysis to low conductance
values, where the Hall effect is linear and the classical mag-
netoconductance contribution is negligible [31]. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), negative MC is observed in the entire range of
conductance explored, in accordance with previous work [18].
For a 2D diffusive metallic system placed in a perpendicular
magnetic field (B), the quantum corrections to conductance
are given by the Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) model [33]:
σ (B)
σ0
= −
[
1
2

(
1
2
+ Bi
B
)
− 1
2
ln
Bi
B
−
(
1
2
+ Bi + BSO
B
)
+ ln Bi + BSO
B
− 1
2

(
1
2
+ Bi + 2BSO
B
)
+ 1
2
ln
Bi + 2BSO
B
]
,
(1)
where σ0 = e2πh ,  is the digamma function, and Bi,SO are the
effective fields related to the inelastic and spin-orbit relaxation
lengths, respectively. Figure 4(a) shows σ and the respective
quantum correction from the HLN model (black lines). σ
displays a local minimum at a field Bmin, which indicates
the point where weak antilocalization (WAL) is overcome by
weak localization (WL). It has been demonstrated that Bmin
is proportional to the characteristic magnetic field BSO [34].
Therefore, the gradual shift of Bmin to smaller values of B
as a function of electrostatic doping indicates a monotonic
decrease of the SOC strength. At variance with previous work
[18], no classical component was required to fit the data and
the local minima of the data are well captured by the usual
quantum corrections. The characteristic lengths of inelastic
and spin-orbit scattering li,so are related to the effective fields
by Bi,SO = h¯/4el2i,SO and are shown as a function of applied
electrostatic doping in Fig. 4(b). We find that lSO < li through-
out the entire range, indicating WAL. Moreover, we observe a
relatively small value of lSO which exhibits a limited variation
with electrostatic doping, indicating that SO interactions are
strong (εSO ≈ 4.26 meV at 0.38 mS), but overall display re-
duced tunability with respect to the (001)-oriented case. This
can be understood by recalling that a hallmark feature of this
crystallographic direction is the identical projection of all t2g
orbitals onto the 2DES plane. Note also that BSO is extracted
from HLN fits for sigma values smaller than those considered
in Fig. 2.
In summary, we have studied (111)-oriented LAO/STO in-
terfaces where t2g manifold splitting by quantum confinement
is absent. We demonstrate that transport occurs through elec-
tronlike subbands and on-site correlations drive an inversion
between two sets of t2g subbands, each containing a balanced
contribution of all three orbital characters. This captures the
nonmonotonic dependence of RH on electrostatic doping and
rules out the presence of a holelike band. The results of this
work strongly underline the importance of orbital hierarchy
and electron-electron interactions in determining the proper-
ties of two-dimensional electron systems at oxide interfaces
[35].
Note added. Recently, Khanna et al. [35] posted a preprint
probing experimentally and theoretically the role of electronic
correlations at the (111)-oriented LAO/STO interface.
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